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Exercise Scope: questions to consider on
Notification – response from the UK’s
Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA)

Knowledge of the System

• UK Coastguard structure:
o 9 regional Coastguard Operating Centres (CGOCs)
o 10 SAR helicopter bases
o National Maritime Operations Centre
o MCA Headquarters
• Monitoring of some alerting systems is devolved to assigned
CGOCs
• Safe Sea Net is monitored by 2 GCOCs on an alternating weekly
basis. They have responsibility for information flow following an
alert.
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Contact Between Daily user of SSN and MCA

• There is routine daily contact between CGOCs and the MCA on
SAR and counter pollution issues, such as:
o Spills, vessels not under command, EMSA satellite ‘hits’,
groundings etc
• Information is shared through the MCA’s incident management
system (‘Vision’), with further information passed via phone and
email
• The Duty Counter Pollution and Salvage Officer (DCPSO) is the
first point of contact for any incident that could lead to, or has
resulted in, pollution in the maritime environment.
o Once alerted, the DCPSO is the lead for appropriate followup action.
o He/she is contactable 24/7 via pager, phone and email

Challenges associated with Notification
and the Training Environment
• SCOPE 17 has highlighted a shortfall in identifying an initial alert
through Safe Sea Net (SSN) via the UK CERS system.
• Although SSN is monitored 24/7 it does not provide automatic alerting
to the Coastguard operators, thus acknowledgement of alert messages
can be delayed.
• In this instance, once the alert was identified, subsequent response to
requests for assistance were actioned
• It is recommended that future real-world and training notifications on
SSN should be accompanied by a call to the MCA’s Duty Counter
Pollution and Salvage Officer (tel +44 7000 405 415) and followed up
by email to: CounterPollution@mcga.gov. This will guarantee swift
response and action.
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Exercise Scope: questions to consider on
request for assistance exercise – response
from the UK’s Maritime and Coastguard
Agency (MCA)

Process for receiving a request for
assistance
Notification of incident received by Falmouth
CGOC via Safe Sea Net
Falmouth CGOC notifies duty Counter
Pollution and Salvage Officer (CPSO)
Duty CPSO activates Resources Lead
Resources Lead logs in to CECIS to review
requests for assistance
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Internal protocols/process for determining the ability to assist

Resources Lead
identifies categories of
requested assets which
the UK is able to fulfil

Resources Lead consults
with DCPSO, Head of
Branch, Branch Scientific
Advisor and contracted
marine oil spill response
company

Approval either given or
denied

This group conducts a
gap analysis on what
level of resources we
can commit and what
impact this would have
on UK preparedness

Recommendation for level
of assistance referred to
senior members of MCA
(Director of Maritime
Operations, Chief Financial
Officer and Chief Executive)
and to the Department for
Transport for approval

Key questions in gap analysis are:
• Would the UK still have the
capacity to deal with single large
scale incident?
• In what timescale can the loaned
asset be recalled if required?
• Can the loaned assets be replaced
quickly, either through subcontracting arrangements or
purchase?
• Will the asset be written off?

Feasibility assessment
carried out to determine
what logistical difficulties
would be encountered. We
would need to determine if
the offer of assistance is
practicable to deliver

What is your country’s process to respond
once an assistance determination has been
made?

MCA Resources Lead
establishes contact with
requesting nation. Plans
for deployment of assets
and staging locations are
determined. Integration of
response personnel and
assets into the requesting
nations communications
and command structure is
discussed

MCA Resources Lead
contacts relevant
contractors (equipment,
dispersant or aerial) with
instructions to mobilise
requested assets

Contractors would
organise their own
logistics/transport in
conjunction with the MCA.
UK contractors have
arrangements with
logistics/haulage firms to
manage transport of
resources. Shipbrokers
would be used to procure
vessels of opportunity.
Aerial contractors would
liaise with airports for
staging areas, with
assistance from the host
nation

Oversight of deployed
assets will be maintained
via the establishment of a
Marine Response Centre
by the MCA, but overall
command of the
resources will be passed
to the requesting state.
The deploying personnel
are responsible for their
own safety and can
refuse a direction from
the requesting state if
they feel it would
compromise their safety
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Removal of response assets and personnel from
national response system

Loaned assets would be removed from the MCA’s
asset management database. Stakeholders would
be notified

A risk assessment would be carried out to take
account of the reduction in resources. This should
identify any significant gaps in capability and
weigh this against the risk
Attempts may be made to backfill any perceived
gaps in capability – emergency purchases or
subcontracting arrangements with industry would
be considered

What type of information should be
included in the request for assistance?

The nature of the
incident, including type of
pollutant and local
conditions

A list of the required
assets, including
ancillaries

Available Host Nation
Support or other offered
support for deployed
capability (vessels,
aircraft, personnel,
accommodation etc.)

Incident Action Plan,
Communications Plan
and Command Structure
under which deployed
equipment will be
managed

Details of marshalling
areas/staging
areas/forward operating
bases/rendezvous points

Timescales – how rapidly
must the assets be
delivered to the scene?
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